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Chapter 971 Hard Battle

After hearing Maksim's words, the four people who had been waiting
behind him rushed towards Casey without hesitation.
The four people were still a little surprised by Casey's strength. They
didn't expect that Maksim would not be able to deal with this seemingly
ordinary guy.
Magnus, Adkins and the others changed their expressions when they
saw that Maksim was planning to besiege Casey with five people.
"Quickly, help Casey, he definitely can't fight against five people alone!"
Adkins shouted.
Immediately, many people picked up their guns again and shot at the
Maksim five.
The entire square was instantly blocked by bullets.
Maksim and the other four people snorted coldly, and then the power
on their bodies exploded, directly blocking the bullets.
Although these bullets were shot towards Maksim, no all the people
present were sharpshooters. Casey was not far away from Maksim, so
he was also affected.
These bullets had no effect at all for the masters in the sublimation, but
would also affect Casey's performance.
He turned his head and glanced at Magnus and Adkins, and said, "You
don't have to help me, you just need to protect Magnus, and I will deal
with them."
Hearing Casey's words, Adkins immediately raised his hand and
motioned everyone to stop.
On the square, it became quiet again.
"Can he really deal with the five people on the opposite side alone?"
"Although he had the upper hand in a fight with Maksim just now, but
he has to fight against five people. It is not as simple as a fivefold
increase. He is alone, after all, it is difficult to resist the siege of five
people."
"Oh, now, there's no other choice. Even if we don't want him to deal
with five people by himself, we can't help at all."



"It seems that we can only wait, I hope Casey... can hold on for longer."
...
Maksim and his four companions also sneered when they heard Casey's
words. Obviously, they didn't think he could compete with the five
masters at the initial stage sublimation.
"Boy, don't think that you let me suffer a bit, and you can beat us. The
power of the five of us working together is beyond your imagination!"
Maksim yelled at Casey.
Casey was expressionless, fighting with the five masters at the early
stage of sublimation. For him, there was indeed quite a lot of pressure.
He had fought against multiple enemies at the same time by his own, so
he wouldn't be frightened and lost confidence by the five people on the
opposite side.
He held Muramasa firmly in his hand, and then ran Xuanjin and slashed
towards the Maksim and his companions.
"Thunder Shocking sword technique!"
The huge sword light slashed towards the Maksim. All five of them did
not dare to neglect, and quickly released their respective strengths to
resist this sword light.
The five people all seemed quite relaxed this time. Maksim sneered and
said to Casey, "Boy, this should be your strongest attack. It is indeed
difficult for me to resist it by myself, but it's just a breeze for we to
resist it together!"
Casey didn't pay attention to them, but rushed towards the five people
quickly.
When the five people saw this, they all narrowed their eyes, and
instantly dispersed, surrounding Casey.
"Go together, don't give him any chance!"
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Maksim yelled, and then the giant axe in his hand swelled instantly and
slashed towards Casey.
The remaining four also used the strength in their bodies to turn out
weapons and slashed towards Casey.
The crowd watching from a distance saw that all the shocking power
slammed on Casey, and they couldn't help but worry about him
"This is too terrifying. Their destructive power is as good as the missiles.
Casey is so besieged by them. I am afraid that he will be unable to
survive."



"These damn guys are so despicable. It's really annoying. Five people
fight against Casey together!"
"Let's think about how to resist the five people if Casey is killed later."
...
Everyone was not optimistic that Casey could survive the attack of five
people, and was extremely anxious for a while, thinking quickly how to
deal with the next situation.
Magnus also looked at the battlefield over there with a solemn look,
and sighed helplessly.
If Casey could not survive, he would press this button in an instant. At
that time, none of the five people from S Country could go back alive, all
of them would have to be buried with Casey!
Just when everyone felt that Casey couldn't resist the attack.
Suddenly, a shocking aura broke out over there, and then everyone saw
a shadow rising into the sky, blocking all the attacks of Maksim and his
companions
Immediately afterwards, a figure quickly retreated to the back.
Everyone looked closely and found that it was Casey who was already
sweating and panting.
At this time, Casey had already used Cabala, and his power had once
again increased to a new level.
The blow just now was barely released after he tried his best.
It was also at this time that he knew how terrible the joint strength of
the five master at the initial stage of sublimation was. The blow just
now almost wiped out all the strength in his body after using Cabala.
If not, he might have been killed by the siege of the five people.
And he rushed among the five just now to make a crucial preparation.
Whether he could beat these five people by himself today depended on
this preparation.
Maksim and his companions were all surprised when they saw that
Casey had blocked the combined attack of them and escaped from the
surrounding of them.
"You are really tenacious, but you can only perform such an attack once
in a short time, and the we can still make multiple shots together. I
don't believe you can resist our attacks every time!"
Maksim yelled at Casey.
At this time, Casey smiled jokingly, looking at Maksim in the distance.
"The combined forces of you are indeed terrifying, and I also admit that
I can only withstand your combined attack once."
"But you have no chance to attack me a second time!"



When Maksim heard Casey's words, he sneered and said, "It's a dream,
we have so many opportunities!"
"Oh? Really?" Casey murmured, and then his god mind was released
and directly triggered something that had just been placed among the
five people.
The formation of Nine Dragons Binding Array!___
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 972 Power of Nine Dragons Binding Array

A golden light shot up into the sky, and then spread out towards the
surroundings in an instant, forming a barrier visible to the naked eye
within a radius of fifty meters.
Immediately afterwards, everyone heard the sound of dragons, even if
they were not in the barrier, they all trembled involuntarily because of
the dragons.
"Look at it, what is that! My God, is that a dragon?" At this moment,
someone pointed their finger in the direction of the barrier and
shouted.
Everyone looked over there, and they saw huge bodies appearing in the
enchantment. The appearance of these bodies was exactly a species in
the ancient C Country, dragon!
Everyone was shocked by this scene. They never thought that they
could see the dragon in the real world!
Although those dragons were not real dragons, but an embodiment of
power, but their demeanor and actions were no different from real
dragons.
It was enough to make everyone immersed in indescribable shock.
Casey had never seen the power of the Array before, and now it was a
bit shocking to see that the Nine Dragons Binding Array could create
such a magnificent sight.
He rushed into the five people just now to arrange the array. During the
battle, he had never used Attack Method of God Soul, nor had he used
Killing Immortals Sword, because he had been conveying the power of
god soul towards the array.
Casey's mastery of god soul was still in its infancy. He had to be
dedicated to it. With his current god sou, he could only run the Nine
Dragons Binding Array with all the power of god soul.
So he didn't dare to use power of god soul more at all, and even his use
of god mind was only kept within the minimum range.
Although the Killing Immortals Sword in Casey's mind was extremely



powerful, it was very easy to kill one of Maksim's people.

But he had five opponents. And the consumption of using Killing
Immortals Sword was also huge. With Casey's current god soul strength,
he could use Killing Immortals Sword twice at most, and then his power
of god soul would be exhausted and he would lose combat
effectiveness.
At that time, even if there was only one of his opponents, it would be a
devastating disaster for the general headquarters.
So, Casey chose to use the array.
Through his understanding of this array during this period of time, its
power was naturally not to be underestimated. The most important
thing was that the array was suitable for scenes where there were more
than one enemy.
Because of array, Casey only needed to rely on the power of his god
soul to run the array, and then the array could exert its power.
According to Casey's estimation, even if Nine Dragons Binding Array was
not the most powerful, it was definitely one of the advanced array.
He had great confidence that the five people would be killed by Nine
Dragons Binding Array.
Now that Nine Dragons Binding Array appeared, it also confirmed
Casey's guess. Nine Dragons Binding Array was powerful to kill five
masters at the initial stage of sublimation.
"It seems that in the past, the most unprovoked people were not those
with terrifying power, but the experts in array. After all, no matter how
strong an inner force expert is, they could not resist the array, unless he
had a group of experts who were equivalent to his own strength to help
him. Otherwise, he will have no way out," Casey said with emotion.
Maksim and his men in the center of the array were all taken aback by
this sudden change.
They originally wanted to rush over and give Casey another blow. No
one thought that nine huge dragons suddenly appeared in the air, and
they were all dumbfounded.
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"My God, what's going on? Doesn't it mean that dragons only exist in
legends? Why are dragons appearing on top of our heads, and there are
nine dragons!"
"Is this the true strength of C Country? They have been raising dragons



all the time. Because of our sudden assassination and they couldn't use
heat weapons, so they summon dragons."
Maksim listened to the words of his team members, his face solemn,
and he said, "Even if there are dragons in this world, they can't be kept
in captivity. These are just dragon-shaped powers."
"This should be that guy's unique skill. I really didn't expect him to make
this kind of thing. If I knew it early, I would kill him in the first place."
Everyone nodded, with a trace of regret on their faces.
After seeing the formation of the array, Casey quickly rushed towards
the edge of the barrier and stood at the edge of the barrier.
Now he could control the entire array through his god mind. The nine
dragons in the array were all under the command of Casey.
Maksim stared at Casey, gritted his teeth and said, "Man, don't think we
will be scared by what you made. Those are just a false sight. You can't
trap us at all!"
Casey suddenly laughed and said, "Really? Then you can try and see if
you can escape from this array!"
After he finished speaking, he controlled his god mind and a dragon in
the barrier quickly swooped down towards the Maksim.
Upon seeing this, the five people quickly released their respective
strengths, and together they fought towards the dragon.
The dragon opened its huge mouth, and a dragon roar sounded. And
then, a beam of pure power condensed and gushed towards the
Maksim and his men.
When the dragon collided with the attack from the five people, a huge
power fluctuation burst out in the entire barrier instantly.
The bodies of the eight dragons danced instantly, directly suppressing
the power fluctuations.
The collision ended, and the light of the dragon that released its power
dimmed a lot.
On the other hand, Maksim and his men all pale at this time, and it was
obvious that the blow just now made them uncomfortable.
"Damn thing, what the hell is this? Why is it so strong! That guy is
obviously only as strong as us, and he shouldn't be able to make such a
terrifying thing!"
Casey smiled and glanced at them, and said, "It is called array, which is
the wisdom of our ancestors. How can you simple-minded guys
understand the wonderfulness of array."
Maksim snorted coldly, and said, "Shit, even if it is not weak, we also
blocked it. You should not be proud of it!"



Casey's eyes suddenly narrowed, and he showed a murderous look
suddenly.
"You can stop the attack of a dragon, what if nine dragons all join
together?"
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 973 Nine Dragons Attack Together

As soon as Casey finished speaking, the nine dragons in the barrier
roared in unison, and then all turned their eyes to Maksim and his men
on the ground.
Maksim and his men trembled because of the sound of the dragon's
roar.
"...Captain, you shouldn't provoke him just now. Now these nine
dragons are all staring at us. If they attack us together, we will die
today," a team member said to Maksim.
Maksim turned his head and glared at him, and said, "Even if I don't say
that, do you think he will let us go?"
"Up to now, we can only do our best. As long as one of us can escape
back and tell the expert what happened here, he will definitely be able
to deal with it."
The remaining four members showed a trace of fear on their faces.
They did not expect that the situation here was still under their control
at that time, but now they all began to think about how to escape.
People from C Country were not as simple as they thought.
It seemed that next time they must figure out whether there is
something like a dragon in the assassination site before carrying out an
assassination plan.
This was a unified idea in the hearts of several people.
Maksim squinted at Casey outside the barrier, then whispered to his
men, "We have to take actions separately later. It must be very difficult
for him to deal with the five of us at the same time. As long as he shows
flaws, we will have a chance to escape."
"What will happen next depends on our luck."
All four of them nodded and were ready to die.
Casey's mouth twitched, Maksim and the others still didn't understand
what kind of methods Casey had.
He thought that as long as he spoke in a low voice, Casey would not be
able to hear it. In fact, everything present was under the control of
Casey's god mind. No matter what small movements they made, Casey
would be able to find out in the first place.



He didn't intend to give the five people a chance to escape. The
moment Maksim finished speaking, the nine dragons in the air had
already swooped down Maksim and his men.

Maksim's look changed, and he hurriedly shouted, "Disperse quickly.
Damn it, he is so eager to kill all of us. He didn't give us any time to
gather!"
Five people rushed in different directions.
However, the speed of dragons was not at all slower than them, not to
mention that Casey launched an attack in advance.
The nine dragons opened their mouths together, and the nine power
beams sprayed towards the Maksim and his men.
Judging from the attack range of the nine dragons, even if they were
separated, they could not escape.
They still didn't realize how terrifying the Nine Dragons Binding Array
was.
Maksim only felt his vision blurred, and then his whole body was
wrapped with a violent force.
His heart began to tremble, and he released the power of his whole
body, trying to resist the impact of these forces.
However, no matter what he did now, it was all in vain. The strength of
a master at the initial stage of sublimation was not enough to resist the
power of this array.
Next, Maksim lost consciousness and dies.
The remaining four members had similar feelings to Maksim. They
rushed out more than ten meters toward the front, but in a blink of an
eye they were already wrapped by the power of the array.
The people outside the barrier could only see nine dragons flying in the
air, and they shot out pure power one by one. These powers converge
together, and directly set the entire sky into a vast expanse of white.
"This, is this really the power that humans can explode?"
"Should it already be called a miracle? Is Casey really so powerful? Does
he already possess the power of a god?"
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"It shouldn't be the power that Casey used. If he really mastered this
power, he should have killed the five people from S Country at the
beginning. He only used it after fighting for a while. It must be a mighty
power created by a treasure that is so powerful that we can't imagine



it."
"Well, no matter what, it is an eye-opener for me today. The heritage of
C Country is really broad and profound. In this world, there are too
many horror existences that we don't know."
...
After the attack of the nine dragons, the power stored in the array to
support the operation of the array was also exhausted.
Dragon's figure gradually faded, the barrier disappeared, and eventually
all returned to the array plate.
The array plate of Nine Dragons Binding Array stored the power to
activate the array three times. Now Casey used it once and there were
still two left.
Looking in the direction where Maksim and his men were just now, a
huge pothole appeared on the ground, almost including the entire
square.
In the center of the pothole, there were five charred bones, exactly the
corpses of Maksim and his men.
At this time, only their bones left, and the other things had been
reduced to ashes by the huge power just now.
Seeing that Maksim and his men had died, Casey was also relieved. And
then, he quickly rushed towards the center of the pothole, picking up
the array plate that had fallen on the ground.
Casey, who had seen the power of Nine Dragons Binding Array, now
regarded this array plate as his most important treasure.
This was a treasure that could keep him alive at a critical moment. How
could Casey not take it seriously.
With this array plate, Casey felt that even if he encountered the army of
S Country, he would be able to defeat them with great ease.
Of course, if the other party used weapons such as nuclear bombs, the
result would be different.
After putting away the array plate, Casey didn't take a second look at
the five corpses, turned and walked in the direction where Magnus was.
Seeing that the five people from S Country were killed, those who came
to the banquet also quickly gathered towards Magnus.
They saw Casey walking towards this side with a trace of awe on their
faces.
At this moment, Casey was the real hero in their minds.
Without Casey, these people present would probably not survive.
Casey walked up to Magnus, stared at him, and asked, "Magnus, are
you okay?"



Magnus shook his head excitedly, and said, "I'm fine. But how about
you? You must bear a lot of pressure to creat such a terrifying sight,
right?"
Casey smiled. He was actually using the power of god soul to activate
the array, which was not very difficult.
However, However, using Cabala did consume a lot of energy.
"I'm fine for the time being. Since you are okay, I will find a place to rest
first. I may have to sleep for a few days. I hope no one will bother me
these days," Casey said.
Magnus nodded his head solemnly and said, "Don't worry, after today,
none of the people from S Country can infiltrate into C Country!"
Casey hummed, then turned and walked towards the room Magnus had
prepared for him.
At this moment, there was deafening applause from behind him!__
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 974 Intends to Appoint Him as Deputy Commander

Two days later.
Casey woke up and found that it was noon, and the sun shone on his
face through the window, making him feel warm in Northern Border,
where is very cold.
He got off the bed, flexed his muscles, and let out a long breath.
Although he killed Maksim and his four men by Nine Dragons Binding
Array, but before the successful activation of the array, Casey still
underwent the siege of five masters at the initial stage of sublimation.
This was a battle beyond the limit for him.
In addition, he had to inject all his power of god soul into the array at
that time, which made his mental state tense.
Until now, Casey still felt that he had not completely relaxed.
Turning his head and glanced at the calendar hanging on the wall, Casey
showed a hint of surprise on his face. He did not expect that he would
only fall asleep for a day after using Cabala.
It seemed that as his own strength increased, the side effects of Cabala
on his was becoming smaller and smaller.
He released his god mind, carefully felt his physical condition, and found
that there was nothing else on his body except for some minor
contusions.
And what made him a little surprised was that after experiencing this
battle, whether it was his power or god soul, it had improved a lot.
Casey had been in half sublimation for a long time. He had been able to



feel that although he did not reach sublimation, his strength had been
steadily increasing.
And now, Casey felt he was just a step away from reaching sublimation.

This was a sign of a breakthrough soon!
An excited smile appeared on Casey's face, and he had waited for it for
too long.
Every time he fought against a master in sublimation, Casey always felt
his opponent only needed to rely on the strength of his body to
transform a weapon, but he had to hold a sword, which was really a bit
troublesome.
Although those masters who fought with Casey eventually were killed
by Casey's sword, Casey still hoped that he could also reach the
sublimation.
In his heart, he still looked forward to what level his Xuanjin would
reach after he reached the advanced stage of Xuanjin.
After working worked hard for so long, he was about to succeed.
No longer paying attention to his own strength, Casey checked his
belongings, and after confirming that there was nothing missing, he
walked outside.
During Casey's sleepy day, the top executives at headquarters all
buzzed.
The methods Casey demonstrated this time completely subverted their
understanding of martial arts. Those who were not optimistic about
martial arts now all hoped that their soldiers could get systematic
martial arts training.
Because the Dragon Army's great performance were exactly taught by
Casey. Everyone thought that the people of the Dragon Army must have
practiced martial arts, so they were so powerful.
Therefore, these top executives had already begun to take turns to
flatter Boone, wanting him to share Casey's training plan and the
methods he taught them.
Boone instantly became the sweet pastry in Northern Border, and for a
while, he was a little proud.
However, the quick version of deep breathing and the training plan
were come up with by Casey. Without Casey's consent, Boone would
not dare to tell others these things casually.
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Everyone also knew it, so they could only wait for Casey to wake up to
see if he agreed to share the quick version of deep breathing and
training plan.
As for the situation of the battle between Casey and the five great
masters from S Country, it had been listed as a military secret. Except
for the top executives at the headquarters, everyone else must not
disclose it.
After Casey went out, the people who had been guarding outside
immediately went to notify Magnus and told about Casey's waking up.
Magnus immediately called all the top executives at the command
headquarters to hold a meeting to commend Casey's achievements. By
the way, he wanted to ask Casey whether he would like to extend his
training of the Dragon Army to the whole army.
Magnus was naturally quite willing to improve the overall strength of
the entire Northern Border, so he wouldn't miss this opportunity.
Of course, he would treat Casey well, and he was already prepared for
the reward given to Casey.
Casey wasn't in a hurry. He took a shower and asked the person who
had been following him for a new suit before walking towards the
conference room.
The people in the conference room were enthusiastically discussing the
battle between Casey and the five masters from S Country. They
couldn't help but admire the methods Casey had displayed.
Casey pushed the door and walked into the meeting room, and the
lively meeting room immediately fell silent.
Everyone turned their gazes on Casey, and their looks were full of awe.
Magnus smiled and glanced at Casey, beckoned to him, motioning for
Casey to sit next to him.
Casey didn't hesitate, and walked over to Magnus's side.
If a young man like Casey was sitting at the same level as the
commander before, they would definitely be unhappy.
But no one dared to oppose Casey sitting in this position.
After all, with Casey's strength, it was enough for them to treat Casey as
a commander-in-chief.
"Now that Casey is here, then I will get straight to the point. The main
purpose of convening this meeting today is to commend Casey for the
bravery that Casey demonstrated yesterday. Without him, all of us
would have been killed by those killers from S Country."
"Casey contributed a lot, I think no one should object to this."
Everyone nodded quickly. If anyone objected, he would be badly



battered about the head and face by the people present.
"Casey is brave and amazing. We all have seen this. I was a little
skeptical about Casey before. I was shortsighted before. Now I
apologize to Casey in front of everyone and hope Casey can forgive my
previous ignorance, " Adkins said sincerely to Casey.
Casey looked at him and smiled, and said, "I'm not so touchy, I didn't
take it to heart."
Hearing what Casey said , Adkins was also relieved.
Now Casey was the person whom people in Northern Border wanted to
curry favor with. If Casey had a beef against him, his future life in
Northern Border would be hard.
Magnus smiled and said, "I know you are very grateful to Casey.
Without him this time, not only you, but also I will not survive. Casey's
contribution to Northern Border has reached an immeasurable point."
"So after considering it, I plan to appoint Casey as the deputy
commander of Northern Border. How do you think?"______
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 975 Rejection

After hearing Magnus's words, everyone was stunned.
At the meeting today, Magnus said that there was a major event to be
announced, which was also equivalent to a reward for Casey.
At first everyone was still guessing what kind of reward Magnus would
give Casey. After all, the credit Casey created this time was really not
measurable with some money or objects.
Now Magnus said that he would appoint Casey as the deputy
commander of Northern Border, which really shocked everyone.
According to Casey's merits, it would not be an exaggeration to appoint
him as the deputy commander, but Casey was too young. There was no
such young deputy commander in history, so everyone was stunned.
Casey also had a look of astonishment. He didn't expect Magnus to give
him such a big surprise when he woke up.
Everyone was silent for a while, and then someone said, "I agree.
Although Casey is still very young, his strength and courage are enough
to be worthy of the position of deputy commander."
"That's right, if it weren't for Casey this time, our entire command
would have been ruined. It's reasonable to appoint Casey as the deputy
commander."
"Although Casey is young, he is more stable than many older people,
and he has the courage that we don't have. Appointing him as the



deputy commander may be a good opportunity to Northern Border."
Everyone began to agree with Magnus's decision, but no one came out
against it.
Seeing that everyone had no objections, Magnus also showed a smile,
turned his head and glanced at Casey, and said, "In this case, this matter
is settled."
"I don't agree," just then, Casey said.
Everyone looked at Casey in a bit of astonishment. They had never
thought that anyone would reject the status of deputy commander of
Northern Border.
Magnus didn't expect Casey to say that. He glanced at him with some
doubts and said, "Why? Do you think that the position of deputy
commander is not enough for your reward?"
Casey smiled and said, "You misunderstood, Magnus. I didn't think the
reward is too slight. In fact, what I did yesterday was for myself. I don't
need any reward."

"You saved my life back then, and that I saved you yesterday. We are
even tied."
"The position of deputy commander of Northern Border is not suitable
for me. I have no plans to devote myself to Northern Border for the rest
of my life. I still have a wife and daughter. If I can, I prefer to live an
ordinary life with them."
After hearing Casey's explanation, everyone present was a little
surprised. They didn't expect that Casey who was murderous when
fighting, was so soft in his heart.
Magnus also fell silent. He did not consider Casey's own thoughts
before. Now it seemed that not everyone wanted to be in power.
At least Casey didn't want to.
After thinking for a moment, Magnus looked at Casey and said, "I did
not consider what you said before, but this does not prevent me from
appointing you as the deputy commander of Northern Border."
"I can assure you that this position will not restrict you in any way. You
can come to and leave Northern Border as you like. No one will
interfere with your life."
"This position is actually equivalent to an honor, and I just want to give
you some rewards."
"But I need you to promise me that if C Country is in trouble in the
future, you can't just sit idly by, OK?"
Casey glanced at Magnus and said, "I naturally won't just ignore it when



C Country is in trouble. I know that the peace of the state is an
important guarantee for the family. As for the position of the deputy
commander, I think it's better to forget it."
Casey understood that Magnus cherished the talent, but he had his own
things to do. He couldn't stay in Northern Border all his life. This time, it
was enough to pay off those feelings owed to Magnus.
Seeing Casey insisting on rejecting, Magnus couldn't continue to force
Casey, so he smiled and said, "Since you don't want to, then I won't
force you. Young people are the future of the country. The stronger you
are, the greater the responsibility you carry. I hope you can understand
this truth."
Casey nodded and said, "I know this naturally."
After that, everyone discussed with Casey about the promotion of
Casey's quick version of deep breathing and training plan in the army.
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Casey had no objection to this matter. After all, his master's philosophy
was to promote C Country martial arts.
For special reasons, the military could not follow the traditional martial
arts path.
For them, the quick version of deep breathing created by Casey was
indeed a better choice.
If it could be promoted in the military, C Country's military in the future
would be so strong that other countries could not match it.
However, the training plan that Casey formulated for the Dragon Army
was based on the comprehensive consideration of the physical strength
of everyone in the Dragon Army, and it would definitely not work to
promote it directly throughout the army.
When it was used by ordinary troops, it must be reduced accordingly.
After the meeting, Magnus scattered everyone, leaving only Casey.
Together, they walked towards a hill in the headquarters.
"Yesterday you not only saved me, but also the entire headquarters. It
seems that it was a very wise choice to save your life."
Magnus smiled and said to Casey.
Casey smiled and asked, "Do you sent someone to investigate this
incident. Although the five people were killed by me, the emergence of
masters in S Country itself was very abnormal. If we don't find out the
reasons behind it, there will be even more dangerous situations waiting
for us in the future."



Magnus smiled and said, "Of course, we will investigate it, but we are
not in a hurry. We have to wait for someone."
"Waiting for someone?" Casey showed a trace of doubt.
Magnus nodded and said nothing.
After a while, a breaking wind sounded, and both of them turned their
heads to look over, and a figure appeared in front of them in the blink
of an eye.
Casey glanced intently and found that the person here turned out to be
the lord of the Pantheon, Thomas.
at the same time.
Somewhere in S Country.
In a dark room, a mysterious person wearing a black robe directly
slapped a table into powder.
The commander of S Country on standby was so scared by the
mysterious man's method that he couldn't help but tremble.
"None of the five people came back alive! I spent all my hardships to
pile up their power to the sublimation. I didn't expect them to even be
unable to finish such a small task!"
"It seems that I still underestimate the remaining power of C Country!"
The commander of S Country gave the mysterious man a trembling look
and asked, "Lord... what shall we do next?"
The mysterious man turned his head and looked at the bed in the room.
There was a person lying on the bed. There were complicated and
strange lines on his chest. In the lines, horrible power fluctuations were
released from time to time.
"Up to now, I can only raise his power to the strongest as soon as
possible, and then I will kill those wimps in C Country with him."
"Now arrange for me to go to your capital immediately, and hold a
banquet of 10,000 people for me. I need it. Do you hear it?"
The commander of S Country did not dare to neglect.
"Yes! I know!"
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 976 freedom to come and go

On the hill.
Casey looked at the sudden appearance of Thomas with a trace of
amazement on his face.
Thomas stared at Casey with a smile on his face, and said, "I haven't
seen you for a short time. You are already so strong. You are so amazing
that you actually kill the five masters at initial stage of sublimation by



yourself."
"Don't get me wrong, Thomas. I was able to kill them, relying on the
power of array, my own strength is far from reaching that level," Casey
explained.
Thomas didn't show too much surprise. Before coming here, he had
learned some information about yesterday's battle and speculated
some possibilities.
He naturally didn't believe that Casey was already able to knock five
masters at initial stage of sublimation by himself.
Judging from Magnus' description alone, he knew that Casey definitely
used external forces.
So, when Casey said that he had killed those five people by array,
Thomas was not surprised.
As for what array Casey used, Thomas was quite interested, but it was
Casey's own secret, he shouldn't ask too much
Thomas nodded to Casey, then looked at Magnus, smiled and said,
"Long time no see, Magnus."
Magnus also smiled at Thomas and said, "I haven't seen you for so many
years, you are still so energetic. You are really a living god."
Thomas touched his beard and said, "It would be nice if I were a living
god. But unfortunately, I'm only flesh and blood."
Casey looked at the two elderly people in amazement, feeling a little
weird.

After all, Magnus now looked few years younger than Thomas, but
Thomas actually called Magnus boy, and Magnus also regarded Thomas
as his senior, which was indeed a bit strange.
Thomas had lived for more than one hundred and fifty years, and
Magnus was only seventy years old at most, therefore, Thomas was
indeed the senior of Magnus.
"Do you know each other?" Casey asked.
Magnus smiled and said, "Naturally, I knew him. I knew him as early as
when I was still young. At that time, he asked me to join the Pantheon
and said he wanted to train me to become a inner force master. I was
more devoted to the army, so I chose to be a soldier. "."
Casey nodded thoughtfully, unexpectedly that Magnus had also been
recruited by the Pantheon.
It was enough to show that Magnus must also be talented in martial
arts, but it was a pity that he did not choose martial arts.
But those who were capable, no matter which way they took, could



stand out of many people.
Although Magnus did not accept the invitation of the Pantheon, now he
was the commander of Northern Border. He had the right to use the
nuclear bomb. Even Thomas had no way to resist a nuclear bomb.
"I've seen the information you gave me. This time, the five masters in
sublimation sent by the S Country were indeed very strange. With their
background, it is absolutely impossible to have a master in sublimation."
Thomas stopped talking nonsense, and started talking about the key
point.
"You are right, Thomas. However, we can't find out the internal
situation of S Country now, so I don't know what they met, which led to
the assassination." Magnus replied.
Thomas' eyes narrowed, and he thought for a while, as if he had
thought of some possibility, but he was not sure.
"The black hand behind this incident is definitely not simple. It should
be difficult for your military to find out. Fortunately, I am still useful. In
that case, I will go to S Country and find out who's behind it." Thomas
laughed.
"Senior, although the national power of S Country is weaker than ours,
but you may encounter some trouble when you go there," Magnus said
with a worried look.
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Thomas smiled and said, "It is not a trouble for me. I will go to the
headquarters of S Country first, and you come here to find me at this
time tomorrow."
After speaking, Thomas had left.
Seeing Thomas leave as soon as he spoke, Mangus didn't know what to
say for a while.
Casey thought it was OK. After all, the five masters in sublimation sent
by S Country could successfully sneak into the headquarters of C
Country. For Thomas, a master was about to reach Unrealm, sneaking
to the headquarter of S Country was a piece of cake.
"Don't worry too much. Thomas' strength is much better than mine.
Even if he goed to the headquarter of S Country, he won't have any
problems," Casey said to Magnus.
Magnus nodded and said nothing.
The next day, at the same time.
Casey and Magnus came to the hill again.



After two people waited here for a while, they heard a sound of
breaking wind.
Soon, Thomas appeared in front of them, and there was also a tall and
robust man form S Country who was already shaking with fright at this
time.
Thomas brought him over. As a burly man who was nearly two meters
tall and weighed more than two hundred pounds, he had never thought
that he could be carried so far by a gray-haired old man.
It was incredible.
Magnus stared at the man Thomas brought back, and he was shocked.
As the commander of C Country, Magnus naturally knew who this man
brought back by Thomas was.
He was the Chief of Staff of S Country!
Magnus didn't expect that Thomas not only survived, but also caught
the other party's chief of staff back.
"I searched the headquarter of S Country and found no suspicious
people, so I brought their chief of staff back. I hope we can get useful
information form him," Thomas said lightly.
Magnus swallowed. If he had known that the lord of the Pantheon was
so powerful, he would have asked Thomas to help deal with S Country.
However, the most urgent task was to find out what happened in S
Country, and why they had five masters in sublimation.
He glanced at the chief of staff, and then asked, "Why did you suddenly
implement the assassination plan on me? Where did he five masters
come from? Who is behind to help you?"
The Chief of Staff hadn't even realized what was going on, but he knew
that he could not tell Magnus anything.
"Even if you kill me, I won't tell you anything!" the chief of staff
shouted.
Magnus frowned, looked at Thomas, and asked, "Senior, do you have
any interrogation methods?"
Before Thomas could speak, Casey took a step forward and said, "Let
me interrogate him."__
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 977 Send this Boy With Me

Chief of Staff stared at Casey, found that Casey was a young man in his
twenties, so he took a a sigh of relief.
In his opinion, young people had no trial experience, if Casey was to
interrogate him, it would be good.



"I said, I'm not going to tell you anything. You'd better kill me as soon as
possible.”
"Ahh!!"
Before Chief of Staff finished his words, Casey had seized a finger of his,
without thinking, directly broke it.
"What will happen?" Casey looked at Chief of Staff coldly and asked.
Chief of Staff's whole face was flushed with sudden pain, and beads of
sweat fell from his forehead onto his trembling body.
He had thought that there would be no trial experience of this young
man and he could not get anything from his mouth, but this fresh-faced
young man would break off one of his fingers.
Just from this sense of surprise, Chief of Staff had a trace of instinctive
fear of Casey.
"Don't... Don't think this will make me..."
There was a click.
Another finger snapped off, and Chief of Staff screamed again.
"Then what?" Casey calmly asked.

This time Chief of Staff was speechless out of pain, it was his first time
to see such a ruthless man.
He was clear that, as long as he dared to say no, Casey would break his
fingers again.
After all, he had ten fingers, Casey certainly would not feel a pity if he
broke a few more.
So he simply shut his mouth and pretended too painful to speak.
Casey saw Chief of Staff did not speak, did not hesitate, and broke his
finger.
"You should know that we don't want to waste our time, if we cannot
get the answers we want, you're just going to continue to suffer."
"Don't expect us to kill you. It's easy to kill you, but you're in a situation
where you can’t die."
"I've got a hundred ways of torturing you that won't kill you, and if you
want to keep wasting time, I don't mind trying it on you."
After listening to the words of Casey, Chief of Staff showed a face as
dead, even if he experienced countless thrilling scenes in his life, he
never met a man as ruthless as Casey.
Seeing that Chief of Staff was still hesitating, Casey stretched out his
hand mercilessly clenched Chief of Staff’s three broken fingers.
This was obviously more painful than breaking another finger.
Chief of Staff fell to his knees in pain.



"I say it, I say it, I say anything. Please, leave me alone."
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In the end, Chief of Staff could not bear the great pain and psychological
pressure and gave in.
"How did have five masters of sublimation, and why did they have so
much power?" Casey did not hesitate but directly asked.
"It is... A mysterious man helped them. I don't know how they got their
power. Only the mysterious man knows." Chief of Staff replied without
hesitation.
Casey at this time was using god mind to observe his change, if he dared
to lie, it could be detected in the first time.
Judging by Chief of Staff's reaction, Casey did not think he was lying.
"Mysterious man?" Casey looked at the two man, it seemed that this
was consistent with some of their previous guesses.
"What's the identity of the mysterious man?" Casey then asked.
"I do not know, only know that mysterious man comes from your
country and he said he wanted to see the destruction of C Country, so
they helped us, I do not know others." Chief of Staff answered honestly.
"When I went to your headquarters, I didn't find anyone suspicious. Are
you making it up?" Thomas stared at him and asked.
"Absolutely no, and every word is true. You did not find him, because
out commander sent him to our capital yesterday. It was said that he
was giving a banquet of ten thousand men." Chief of Staff spoke quickly.
Thomas immediately frowned and asked, "Why did he hold a banquet?"
"I don’t know, he knows everything and out commander just run
errands for him, we do what he required, no one knows that the
banquet for, but presumably he wants to pick some qualified men from
our country. It has to be someone who is physically strong and performs
well in all aspects invited to the banquet." Replied Chief of Staff.
Thomas and Magnus were thoughtful, obviously they did not know
what this mysterious man wanted.
After pondering for a moment, Thomas said, "Now, if we want to find
out what this mysterious man is, we can only go to the capital of S
Country."
Magnus nodded his head and said, "But we don't know the origin and
strength of that man. If we rush to be there, will we run into any
trouble?"
Thomas smiled and said, "Their capital is not the same as the border. In



the city, for those of us who practice martial arts, it is easier even the
mysterious man is powerful, he could not be an immortal. As long as he
is not a rebellious generation, there is no problem."
He was right. It was easier to get to S Country's capital than it was to get
to the border, where you didn't have to worry about missiles.
Although there was often friction between C Country and S Country,
nowadays the economy was globalized and there was a close trade
between the two countries, people didn't know what was happening on
the border.
If the battlefield were to shift to the city, even S Country would not dare
to use missiles.
By that time, it was just a battle between Thomas and the mysterious
man.
So a trip to S Country might be a better option.
Since Thomas said so, Magnus nodded and said "if you need help, let us
know, we will do our best to help you."
Thomas smiled and said, "I don't need any help, but I do have a
request."
"Oh? What request?" Magnus asked.
Thomas turned to Casey, who had been standing on the edge, and said
with a smile, "Let this boy go with me, he should be able to help me a
lot."_
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 978 Celebrity Silvia

In the room, Casey was packing things, from time to time, he
complained about Thomas inside his heart.
Originally he thought that Thomas began to investigate the things, he
could be easy, plus this time he saved Magnus, which paid off the
original kindness, maybe he could go home to accompany Edith and
Sherry for a period of time, then he could go to the Pantheon to get the
third piece of Soul Setting Jade and to find his master.
He never thought Thomas would ask him to go to the S Country.
He told Thomas said his strength was too weak, and he would only
cause trouble and could not play much of a role, after all, since the
mysterious man cultivated five masters in the early stage of sublimation
in a short period of time, he must be strong. At least Casey must not be
able to cope with him.
But Thomas said Casey had array law, which would help Casey play a
great role, while others would become a burden to Thomas.



Casey had to agree with Thomas.
After the matter settled down, Thomas said he had some other things
to deal with, let Casey himself go to the S Country to explore the
situation.
Thomas would appear at the critical moment, according to his words, it
was to avoid arousing the suspicion of the mysterious man.
But in the view of Casey, Thomas took him as a tool, let him to find out
the purpose of the mysterious person held the banquet.
But Casey had joined the Pantheon, he could not violate the Lord of the
Pantheon, so he could only come to pick up things and was going to the
capital of S Country, Moss City.
After packing, Casey went to see Magnus once again, gave him the
crash version of the method of breathing and the training plan for the
Dragon Army.
After that, Casey said goodbye to Magnus, then under the arrangement
of Magnus, he secretly left the North Border to Dongji City and then
took plane to S Country.
In the airport of Dongji City.

Casey, carrying a backpack, came to the departure hall, there was some
time before boarding, he was going to sit down and rest.
As he walked to a seat, Casey heard behind him came a burst of turmoil.
He turned around and saw a group of tall and burly bodyguards wearing
suits were protecting a graceful girl, wearing masks and cap and coming
over.
A crowd of people followed them, all with mobile phones taking
pictures of the girl walking in the middle.
Many people shouted the girl's name.
"Silvia! I love you!"
"Silvia! You are my goddess!"
Seeing this situation, even if Casey usually did not pay attention to the
entertainment business, he guessed that the girl should be a celebrity.
At this time people around Casey looked over, someone was shocked to
hear the name of the girl.
"It's Silvia. She's a popular actress. She's starred in several TV series that
have achieved huge ratings."
"Wow, I did not expect to meet a celebrity here, Silvia is the most
popular actress at the moment, beautiful, with a nice voice, and her
body shape was enchanted."
"She wears a mask to hide her face, but I know she is a fairy from her



temperament."
...
Casey was not interested in the celebrity, so after glancing at her, he
turned and sat down on the seat in front of him.
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But he did not expect that the celebrity called Silvia, under the guidance
of bodyguards, actually walked in his direction.
The bodyguard walking in the front of looked toward Casey walked over
to Casey and said, "Get away, Silvia is to rest here, let this seat out, and
find somewhere else."
Silvia walked to his back, coldly glanced at Casey, showing a sense of
disgust.
Casey raised his head and looked at the bodyguard and Silvia and said,
"This seat is public, who comes first, who can sit down why should I let
it out? Why don't you go and find a seat yourselves?"
That bodyguard stared at Casey and shouted, "Don't you know Silvia?
Hurry to leave the seat, this seat it the nearest to the checking in
entrance, do you want her to walk so much road?"
Casey's face immediately became cold, he really didn't understand why
the celebrity could drive others away in order to walk fewer roads.
Was celebrity superior to other people?
"Sorry, it has nothing to do with me. If you want to sit, find a seat
yourself and leave me alone." Casey said coldly.
The bodyguard was angry and immediately stretched out his hand to
catch Casey’s collar.
At this time, Silvia, who was standing in the back, said, "Forget it. There
are still seats over there. Let's go over there and not dispute with him
here."
The bodyguard then withdrew his hand.
He stared at Casey and said, "Silvia is tolerant, otherwise, I will certainly
not forgive you today!"
Then he turned and walked over to the seat on the other side.
Silvia also glanced at Casey with disdain in her eyes, and then turned to
leave.
Casey shook his head, soon put the matter behind him.
The bodyguard should thank Casey for his generosity, if Casey minded
it, the bodyguard would have a hard time.
After a while, when it was time to board the plane, Casey took his ticket



and boarded the plane, came to his position and sat down.
Soon, Casey saw the celebrity Silvia also boarded the plane, fortunately,
her seat was next to his.
Silvia was stunned to see Casey, and then sat down with disgust.
"Unfortunately, the first class tickets were sold out, or I wouldn't have
taken this economy seat. I'll have to put up with it." Silvia muttered.
Casey exposed a joking smile on his face, thought this celebrity liked to
make troubles though she was young.
However, he ignored her, turned his head and closed his eyes.
At this time, the bodyguard came to the position of Casey and poked
Casey.
Casey turned to him, the bodyguard impatiently said, "Change your seat
with me, I will take this seat and you sit behind."___
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 979 Apologize to Me

"No." Casey firmly rejected the bodyguard's request.
The bodyguard did not expect Casey would refuse, he got angryt.
"You deserve a beating, don't you, boy? I didn't want to talk to you
down there, and now you're here pretending to me. What, are you
trying to take advantage of our Silvia?" The bodyguard said to Casey not
kindly.
Casey pressed his mouth and said, "You think much, she is not enough
to arouse my interest."
The bodyguard immediately showed an angry smile and said, "What are
you pretending? Silvia is beautiful and has a good body shape, many
men were attracted. I have never seen a man who had not interest in
Silvia, even if you wan to pretend, find a decent reason."
Silvia took a look at Casey with disgust and whispered, "Hypocrisy."
Hearing that the bodyguard said, Casey felt ridiculous. He did not want
to talk nonsense with these people and directly said, "I advise you to
hurry back to your position, my patience is limited."
The bodyguard immediately laughed and said, "Your patience has its
limits, and so does my patience. Damn it, it seems that if I don't teach
you a lesson, you really don't know what you are."
With that, the bodyguard rolled up his sleeves to expose his strong
biceps.
The crowd around saw that the bodyguard was to beat Casey and felt
nervous.
Although they felt that Silvia's bodyguard was wrong, due to the fact he



was a celebrity's bodyguard, no one dare to stand up for Casey.
Silvia felt Casey deserved to be beat, so she did not stop her bodyguard.
If someone posted in online, she could just blame the bodyguard and
find a couple of PR firms to deal with it.
Casey looked at the bodyguard, in order to let him quiet down, he stood
up from his seat.

The bodyguard saw Casey stood up, thought he was scared by his
muscles, and immediately sneered, "Boy, are you afraid now? Since so,
go behind and don't talk nonsense!"
Casey smiled and said, "You are too noisy."
The bodyguard was stunned and did not understand what he meant.
"What the hell do you mean? Make me beat you, do you?"
At this time, a stewardess came over and stared at the bodyguard, then
faced Casey and asked, "Sir, do you need help?"
Casey smiled and said, "No, I can solve it myself."
Then he reached out and grabbed the bodyguard.
The bodyguard saw that, gave cold hum, quickly raised his arm and
intended to beat Casey's hand.
But he did not see clearly how Casey's hand was moving, only to feel his
eyes shook, and then his wrist had been seized by Casey.
He immediately wanted to break away from Casey's hand, in his view,
Casey looked ordinary and should not have much strength.
But when he pulled his arm back so hard, it didn't move.
A look of surprise came over the bodyguard's face, and he tried again.
Still, his arm did not move.
"Damn, I didn't expect you are so strong, but you think..."
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The bodyguard wanted to say something tough with Casey, let Casey let
go of his arm, but before his words were finished, he felt a huge force
on his arm, as if to pinch his arm flat and he cried out in pain.
"It hurts, it hurts, let go, my arm is almost broken!" The bodyguard was
so hurt that his face changed, and all of a sudden his arrogance was
gone.
"Apologize to me." Casey said lightly.
"Apologize to you? You dream! I.. Ah!!!!!! It hurts like hell!"
Casey controlled his strength in a critical value, as long as the
bodyguard did not apologize, he only needed to use a little more force,



the bodyguard's arm would directly break off.
"I repeat, apologize, or you'll lose your arm." Casey said lightly.
Bodyguard was so hurt that his veins burst, seeing that Casey was not
joking, he said "Brother, brother, I was wrong, I know I was wrong, I'm
sorry, I apologize to you, forgive me.”
Since the bodyguard apologized, Casey let go and sat back on his seat.
The crowd looked at this scene and gave a burst of applause, they did
not expect Casey was so strong.
Silvia also did not expect that, she got a burst of astonishment. Seeing
the people on the plane began to cheer for Casey, suddenly she felt
embarrassed.
This was her bodyguard, after all, and if a bodyguard was a disgrace, she
was a disgrace.
“What a useless piece of rubbish!” Silvia muttered.
The bodyguard quickly took back a few steps when Casey let go of his
hand and rubbed his hand Casey pinched.
He looked at Casey fiercely, wanted to continue to fight with Casey. He
felt that he was in a moment of negligence and let Casey take
advantage of it.
But at that time, Silvia glared at him. He knew that this matter could not
go on, otherwise it would have a very bad influence on Silvia, so he
could only suppress his anger in his heart.
"Wait and see, I won’t fight with you now, when we are off the plane, I
must let you know my ability!"
The bodyguard muttered to Casey, and then walked toward the back
and sat down at his place.
Seeing the bodyguard left, Casey looked at Silvia and said, "you had
better discipline your men. As a public figure, without the most basic
quality, you can’t be popular for a long time."
Silvia did not expect Casey would criticize her, immediately opened her
eyes wide and then looked at Casey, "It is not your business."
Casey shrugged his shoulders, knowing that it was useless to talk more
with such a person, so he closed his eyes and took some sleep.
Along the way, Silvia was very angry, she felt that she was unlucky to
see Casey.
Finally, when the plane landed, Silvia stood up from her seat and
walked outside.
The bodyguard eventually did not dare to cause Casey trouble because
his arm was still aching.
Casey leisurely got off the plane. At the the airport exit, he made a



phone call.
The strength of Guanling was all over the world, there was no exception
in S Country, as a Lord of Guanling, Casey would not refuse this
convenience.
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 980 Can’t Avoid An Enemy

Before long, a black van drove up to the airport gate.
A middle-aged man wearing glasses, looking gentle got off the car,
glancing around. When he saw Casey, he immediately smiled to meet
up.
"Master, Sorry to keep you waiting." The middle-aged man originally
wanted to call Casey Lord, but considering the surrounding people, he
changed the address to master.
Casey stared at the middle-aged man and nodded to him.
In his impression, his name was Brewer Campbell, a person in charge of
Guanling, with literary style.
Brewer managed a number of industries of Guanling in S Country and
insisted his own hobby - shooting films.
Although he was only in his 40s, he was already an internationally
acclaimed director, and his films had won awards at various film
festivals.
Of course, Brewer could not have achieved today's achievements
without the support of Guanling, in addition to his own talent.
It was because of the financial support from Guanling that Brewer was
able to make the film he wanted to make.
So he was very grateful to Guanling.
This time Casey came to S Country, as the person in charge of this place,
Brewer paid much attention to it.
Two people got in the car. Casey looked out of the window of the
scenery and asked, "I heard there will a banquet recently for ten
thousand people."
"A banquet for ten thousand people?" Brewer showed a surprised
expression on his face, "I have not heard of that, but our intelligence
network here is mature, it is not difficult to find out such a banquet,
please wait, I will inform you as soon as I find it out."
Casey nodded.

"I'm having a party tonight about the new movie. I don't know if you are
interested in it. You can join us then." Brewer asked Casey with a smile.



"Yes." Casey answered lightly.
In no way to find the specific news of banquet, Casey could not take
action, so he might take this opportunity to relax.
Before long, Brewer took Casey to a high-end villa area, Casey settled
down.
Casey put his things down and took a break before going out to stroll
through Moss City.
Generally speaking, Moss City’s customs was quite good, the scenery
was also good, blonde long-legged beauty could be seen on the street,
in addition to the low temperature, Casey thought it was not bad.
In the evening, Brewer took Casey to Moss City's most famous bar.
The bar business was extremely good. As he went in, he could see a lot
of people inside.
And Casey noticed that there was a ring in the center of the bar, with
two muscular men fighting on it.
Everyone was cheering for the two on the stage.
The people of S Country, who were physically strong, were naturally
more enthusiastic about this kind of competitive entertainment.
Brewer saw that Casey was more interested in the competition here, so
he said, "Master, I have to go inside and get the party ready. The wine
will be served later. You can play here for a while."
Casey nodded and said, "Ok, go ahead."
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Brewer did not refuse. He told Casey to call him if he needed help and
then walked to the depths of the bar.
Casey stood at the edge of the ring, staring at the battle going on above,
with a smile on his lips.
Although these people were strong, they didn't have much skill in
fighting. Looking at the fight on the ring, Casey felt he was watching kids
fighting.
When Casey was watching, at the door of the bar, Silvia took several of
her bodyguards into the bar.
Silvia right now wore a delicate makeup, with a black long skirt that
showed her temperament. Among numerous beauties in Moss City, she
looked outstanding.
She pulled out a mirror, peered at her makeup and asked the
bodyguard, “Does my makeup look good?”
That bodyguard immediately laughed and said, “Yes, you are like a



fairy."
Silvia gave him a look and said, "I'm going to meet Brewer the
well-known director later, if I can win the leading actress in his new film,
no one will be able to shake my position in the entertainment circle."
"So I'm going to have to be good, and you should behave well and don't
make Director Campbell angry."
"Don’t worry, Silvia, Director Campbell certainly won't be like the man
we met in the plane, we know how to do." The bodyguard replied.
A few people together walked toward the inside. The bodyguard who
had conflict with Casey on the plane saw Casey standing in the edge of
the ring.
He immediately said to Silvia, pointing to Casey, "Silvia, look, isn't that
the bastard we saw on the plane?"
Silvia looked along the bodyguard's hand and found that the man
standing there was indeed Casey.
"What bad luck! I never thought I'd meet him again." Silvia immediately
muttered.
The bodyguard immediately rolled his eyes and said, "Silvia, do you
want us to kick his ass? Before, on the plane, we didn't perform well, so
he took advantage of it. But now it's different. Several of us go and beat
him, certainly we will defeat him.”
When Silvia heard what the bodyguard said, he hesitated, sensing that
she might get in trouble for doing so and that she had serious work to
do.
But then she thought, they were in the S Country, not C Country, there
was no people know her.
And it was her bodyguards made the move. It should not take long to fix
Casey.
Even if something really happened, these bodyguards would carry it on
their own, and it would not affect her to see Brewer.
"Then you go and deal with him. But I have important business later,
and if you get into trouble, it's out of my hands." Silvia opened her
mouth.
"Don’t worry, Silvia, he is just a rubbish, how can we get in trouble? You
just see on one side."
The bodyguards were all confident.
Silvia nodded and turned her head to look at Casey, with a sneer on her
face.
Without hesitation, the bodyguards directly walked toward Casey.
Silvia hurried to keep up, wanted to see Casey got beaten.




